
Football Fling Machine
First we were challenged to make a fling machine, we used statistical data to find the accuracy,
distance and precision. Then we combined to make a game with our fling machine. We had to

follow specific guidelines (see in appendix) to make our game. Then we used more data to
create what the objective of the games was and how many points it should be.

Made by: Alice, Anderson, Avery, Dane, and Sam
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Design Brief

https://orbit.texthelp.com/?file=https://drive.google.com/uc?id=1xQvI3Nm7VYz8RQEEpy_mALOPyWGureHl&export=download&filename=Attachment:%20PDF:%201.1.5%20-%20Carnival%20Booth%20Guidelines.pdf&ClassroomRetUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fclassroom.google.com%2Fc%2FMzIwMTA3NTg5OTI0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lYKLkjQQuMUSNcEh213xiDyx67tjT2rBISwZAEWeKJk/edit#


First Sketches

This is Avery’s
first sketch of our
original design

This is a table we used to choose the best design for our game.



Danes sketches: These
were my first ideas and I started to put them all together and get the best one which eventually
resulted in a final design which is at the bottom of the doc.
This is our idea chart where we put down all our ideas and decided which one was the best, the
reason why we choose this idea because it was the most easy and simple to use and make

Update*: Top holes are immediate grand prizes. To get a grand prize without getting a top hole,
then you have to get 50 points. (This should push up the percentage of grand prize wins to 5%
or so) For a regular prize, you have to get 20 or 25 points.



Tests

We flung the fling machine to get a good idea of where we should put the board and the holes.
So we decided to have the small hole be 4” in diameter, the one middle hole is 6” in diameter,
and the “large prize” holes are 2.5” in diameter.

More Tests

We all tried playing the game to see how easy it was, and to get averages for how many times
the ball landed in each hole. These would later help us with deciding where to put the grand
prize and point system.



Final build



Proposal

We are satisfied with how our carnival game turned out, after building the initial

design and test playing it we were able to brainstorm ways to make it better. One

idea was to add gutters in case the ball rolled off to make retrieving them easier,

which we did as you can see in the picture (pg 1). Our game board is 20” x 30”

and fits within the 3 ft x 10 ft limit. The small holeis worth a grand prize; it fits

within the 3-5% standard with an average of 4% (pg 5). Our Football Fling

Machine is engaging and fun to play which is why it is a great carnival game.


